Neuronal coherence during selective attentional processing and sensory-motor integration.
Groups of neurons synchronize their activities during a variety of conditions, but whether this synchronization is functionally relevant has remained a matter of debate. Here, we survey recent findings showing that synchronization is dynamically modulated during cognitive processes. Based on this evidence, synchronization appears to reflect a general mechanism that renders interactions among selective subsets of neurons effective. We show that neuronal synchronization predicts which sensory input is processed and how efficient it is transmitted to postsynaptic target neurons during sensory-motor integration. Four lines of evidence are presented supporting the hypothesis that rhythmic neuronal synchronization, also called neuronal coherence, underlies effective and selective neuronal communication. (1) Findings from intracellular recordings strongly suggest that postsynaptic neurons are particularly sensitive to synaptic input that is synchronized in the gamma-frequency (30-90 Hz) range. (2) Neurophysiological studies in awake animals revealed enhanced rhythmic synchronization among neurons encoding task-relevant information. (3) The trial-by-trial variation in the precision of neuronal synchronization predicts part of the trial-by-trial variation in the speed of visuo-motor integration. (4) The planning and selection of specific movements can be predicted by the strength of coherent oscillations among local neuronal groups in frontal and parietal cortex. Thus, neuronal coherence appears as a neuronal substrate of an effective neuronal communication structure that dynamically links neurons into functional groups processing task-relevant information and selecting appropriate actions during attention and effective sensory-motor integration.